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[2 max] 

1 (a any one correct description (1 mark) with explanation (1 mark) e.g.

any named biological control method e.g B. thuringiensis ;
kills mosquito larvae ;

use of insecticides ;
kills (adult) mosquitoes ;

elimination of standing water ;
removes, mosquito breeding sites/egg-laying areas ;

use of oil on water ;
prevents maturation of/kills, mosquito larvae ;

(b) (malarial) parasite/pathogen/Plasmodium, has many antigens ;
eukaryotic/many genes ;
many different stages of life cycle ;
ref. to more than one Plasmodium species/strain of each species ;
mutation changes antigens (over time)/antigenic shift/antigenic drift ;
parasite only vulnerable, at certain stages of life cycle/when free in plasma ;
antigenic concealment/described ;
AVP ; e.g. changes antigens which are expressed (through gene switching) [3 max] 

(c) percentage of, parasites killed/growth inhibition, increases with drug concentration for both
parasites ;
effect is greater on chloroquine-resistant parasites/AW ;
chloroquine-sensitive parasites not affected until 1 µmol dm-3 ;
further use of data from Fig. 4.1 to illustrate ;
further detail of difference in trend(s) ;  A descriptive or figures [3 max] 

(d) (i) (percentage) increase in malaria is high(er) in, countries in the, south/south and east ;
ora A named countries    R more malaria 

 ref. (percentage) increase correlates with countries where HIV incidence is higher ;  
penalise once if no ref to increase 

data quote ; [2 max] 

(ii) HIV, infects/AW, T (helper)–lymphocytes/T-cells ;
qualified ref. to immune system ;
(HIV and) malaria may be contracted via blood transfusion ;
ref. to reduced number of workers so malaria prevention not carried out ; [2 max] 

[Total: 12] 
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22 hamster injected with, antigen/CD40 ; 

B cells/plasma cells, with ability to make antibody taken ; 

 from spleen ; 

(B cells/plasma cells) fused with, tumour/cancer/myeloma, cell ; 

use of, fusogen/PEG ; 

(hybrid) cells cultured/AW ;           R  use of fermenter 

check cells for mAb production ; 

 (a 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (antibody making) cells mass produced/AW ;     A  use of fermenter [4 max] 
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(b) (i) accept mouse survival for heart survival

1 in A, 100% hearts survive 10 days or no heart survives 20 days ; 

2 in D, 100% hearts survive, 80 days/to end of investigation ; 

3 in B, 100% hearts survive 30 days or 10% hearts survive, 80 days/to end of 
investigation ; 

4 in C, 100% hearts survive 30 days or 75% hearts survive, 80 days/to end of 
investigation ; 

penalise once for no mention of percentage in mps 2, 3 and 4  [4] 

(ii) 1 in D, both pathways/CD28 and CD40, blocked ;

2 so T-cells cannot be cloned/no immune response ; 

3

4 

 in B, CD40 pathway is not blocked/only CD28 is blocked ; 

so T cells can still be cloned/immune response triggered ; [2 max] 

carry blood to, cardiac/heart, muscle/tissue/cells ; 

 supply oxygen ;  

supply, nutrient/named nutrient ; 

(c) 1

2

3

4 for, energy release/respiration ; R produce energy [3 max] 

(d) two of the following:

1 

2 

3

4 

diagnosis of, disease/named disease ; e.g. gonorrhoea/HIV 

treatment of disease ; e.g. directing drugs to cancerous cells    A autoimmune 
disease but not tissue or blood typing 

 pregnancy testing/drug testing ;  

(passive) vaccine production ; [2 max] 

[Total: 15] 
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3 (a female Anopheles mosquito ;
either takes blood meal / AW, from infected person or parasites enter mosquito in blood meal

from infected person ; 

takes blood meal / AW, from uninfected person ; 
parasite / pathogen / plasmodia, transferred in mosquito’s,  saliva / anticoagulant ; 
ref. to transfusion malaria / congenital or mother-foetus malaria / needle sharing / needle 

stick injury for max 1 ;  [3 max] 

(b) (i) (protein is) antigen ;

following vaccination 
(clonal) selection for, appropriate / corresponding / specific, B cell ; 
clonal expansion / divide (by mitosis) (to form B cell clone) ; 
memory cells ; 

on infection by parasite 
(B cells / plasma cells) secrete antibody ;   A immunoglobulin / Ig 
secondary response (qualified) / higher levels of antibody / rapid production of antibody ; 
ref. to antigen-antibody specificity ; 
antibody attaches to, surface protein / antigen, on parasite ; 
prevents attachment to red blood cell ;   A prevents entry into red blood cell [4 max] 

(ii) genetic complexity of Plasmodium ;   A ref to Plasmodium, being eukaryotic / having
many genes 

many antigens ;  
many stages in life cycle (within human) ; 
antigens change / antigenic variation,  in different stages ; 
Plasmodium / parasite, lives within cells ;   A antigenic concealment 
A only briefly free in the blood stream 
antibodies cannot work against stages within cells ; [2 max] 

(c) use only one mark scheme as appropriate

drug is either 
competitive inhibitor / effect described in terms of competition ; 
drug molecule has, same / similar / shape, as, substrate / surface protein ; 

A complementary shape to active site   
R same / similar, structure, as substrate 

drug molecule fits into active site ; 
blocks access to active site / prevents formation of ES complex ; 

or 
non-competitive inhibitor / described in terms of not competing ; 
drug molecule fits into, another site (not the active site) / allosteric site ; 
active site changes shape so cannot accept, substrate / surface protein ; 
permanent (irreversible) / reversible ; 

or 
combines permanently with active site ; 
e.e.g. by covalent bonding
blocks access to active site / prevents formation of ES complex ;
increasing, substrate / surface protein, has no effect ; [3 max] 

[Total: 12] 
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[2] 

[max. 3] 

[2] 

4 (a A passive artificial ;
B active artificial ;

if artificial omitted score one mark if passive and active are correct

(b) mark (i) and (ii) together

(i) antibody, destroyed/broken down ;
antibody excreted ;

(ii) no antigen entered body ;
no immune response ;
no, (active) B cells/plasma cells/memory cells ;
no antibody made ;

AVP ;   e.g. further detail of lack of immune response /
no stimulation of B cells by T helper cells/no cloning

(c) line drawn on graph to show

increase occurs faster than in primary response ;

higher peak of concentration than in primary response ;

(d) antibody is specific (for tetanus) ;
further detail ;   e.g. variable region
always some (circulating) antibody molecules, linked with qual ;; [max. 2] 

[Total: 9] 
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5 (a) Correct letter order on Question Paper:

A - nucleus;
C - mitochondria; B - RER;
D - Golgi apparatus;
E - cell surface membrane;

max 4
R.. process statements instead of lette

1(b) secrete/release/produce/make antibodies;
A.. immunoglobuli
R.. memory cells unless linked to antibody producti

(c) nucleus/nuclear envelope/nuclear membranes/nucleolus;
no cell wall;
have organelles/named visible organelles; (golgi/mitochondrion/
RER) R. more organelles
larger (cell);
fixed ribosomes/ribosomes attached to E.R./no free
ribosomes; max 2

[Total 7]
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